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Summary

As an experienced Full-stack Developer with expertise in PHP and Vue.js, I
have a comprehensive understanding of software development and team
leadership.

I am committed to delivering high-quality, scalable solutions to drive
technological advancements and achieve organizational goals.

Recent Work Experience

Metro OTC LLC. (ex OTC Stores LLC.)
Tech Lead, Senior Full-stack Developer

Jan 2023 - Present
NJ, United States – Remote

Continuing work with the same team under a new brand, I transitioned to
the role of Tech Lead while maintaining active involvement in full-stack
development. Led successful launch of four projects, including a new online
store, and optimized processes and infrastructure.

Developed a customizable modular e-commerce engine on Nuxt 3
(utilizing Layers technology) and deployed multiple instances on it.

Created the VanKeeper application for inventory management of Mobile
sales, enhancing Van-team efficiency.

Designed a Chrome extension to semi-automate payments in the
partner insurance system, resulting in improved transaction processes.

Conducted a dozen interviews and successfully onboarded new team
members.

Organized and systematized documentation in Notion platform,
contributing to enhanced knowledge sharing.

Improved development processes by implementing ADR system,
GitFlow, detailed Development Workflow, and prioritization framework
(RICE).

Crafted technical requirements and specifications for new projects,
ensuring alignment with business objectives and technical feasibility.

Other companies Jul 2009 – Jan 2023

The comprehensive list of companies I have worked for since 2009 can be
viewed in the complete electronic version of my resume.

References

A. Lifshiz (ex-chief)
in his recommendation letter (in part):

"I recommend inviting Artiom to participate in projects of any difficulty. He
is a highly organized, reliable and very strong specialist who can not only
complement any team, but also lead it."

Skills

PHP
Proficient

Symfony, Laravel

JS
Proficient

TypeScript, Node.js, Vue.js 3
(Composition API), Nuxt 3

Other related skills

CI/CD, Autotests, Linux, Serverless,
RESTful, GraphQL, AWS, Docker,
Leadership Skills

Certifications

PHP, JS, CSS
LinkedIn Skill Assessment

Top 5%

Education

Software Engineering in
Management
2010 – 2013

The Minsk Institute of
Management - without degree

Languages

Russian

Native

Polish

B2

English

B1
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